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Abstract
A main goal of statistics and machine learning is to represent and
manipulate high-dimensional probability distributions of real-world
data, such as natural images. Generative adversarial networks (GAN),
which are based on the adversarial learning paradigm, are one of the
main types of methods for deriving generative models from compli-
cated real-world data. GAN and its variants use a generator to syn-
thesise semantic data from standard signal distributions and train a
discriminator to distinguish real samples in the training dataset from
fake samples synthesised by the generator. As a confronter , the gener-
ator aims to deceive the discriminator by producing ever more realistic
samples. Through a two-player adversarial game played by the gen-
erator and discriminator, the generated distribution can approximate
the real-world distribution and generate samples from it.
This thesis aims to both improve the quality of generative modelling
and manipulate generated samples by specifying multiple scene prop-
erties. A novel framework for training GAN is proposed to stabilise
the training process and produce more realistic samples. Unlike ex-
isting GANs, which alternately train a generator and a discriminator
using a pre-defined adversarial objective function, different adversar-
ial training objectives are utilised as mutation operations and train a
population of generators to adapt to the environment (i.e. the discrim-
inator). The samples generated by different iterations of generators
are evaluated and only well-performing generators are preserved and
used for further training. In this way, the proposed framework over-
comes the limitations of an individual adversarial training objective
and always preserves the best offspring, contributing to the progress
and success of GANs.
Based on the GANs framework, this thesis devised a novel model,
called a perceptual adversarial network (PAN). The proposed PAN
consists of two feed-forward convolutional neural networks: a trans-
formation network and a discriminative network. Besides generative
adversarial loss, which is widely used in GANs, this thesis proposes
to employ perceptual adversarial loss, which undergoes adversarial
training between the transformation network and hidden layers of the
discriminative network. The hidden layers and output of the discrimi-
native network are upgraded to constantly and automatically discover
discrepancies between a transformed image and the corresponding
ground truth, and the image transformation network is trained to
minimise the discrepancy identified by the discriminative network.
Furthermore, to extend the generative models to perform more chal-
lenging re-rendering tasks, this thesis explores disentangled represen-
tations encoded in real-world samples and proposes a principled tag
disentangled generative adversarial network for re-rendering new sam-
ples of the object of interest from a single image by specifying multi-
ple scene properties. Specifically, from an input sample, a disentan-
gling network extracts disentangled and interpretable representations,
which are then used to generate new samples using the generative
network. In order to improve the quality of the disentangled repre-
sentations, a tag mapping net determines the consistency between the
image and its tags.
Finally, experiments with different challenging datasets and image
synthesis tasks demonstrate the good performance of the proposed
frameworks regarding the problem of interest.
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